
 

SENIOR COUNSEL- CONTENT ACQUISITION, INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION 

 

THE OPPORTUNITY 

 

Netflix is seeking a seasoned content licensing attorney focusing on international television for a role with 

responsibility for a wide array of content acquisition and distribution deals with international studios, 

networks and local distributors for exhibition on the Netflix service. The successful candidate will work 

with the company’s global television content acquisition team to structure, negotiate and draft agreements 

to stream television series to Netflix subscribers internationally, may handle related intellectual property 

matters as they arise, and should be extremely comfortable counseling business partners and making 

decisions that have both legal and business impacts.  

 

This is an opportunity to be part of a public company with a great consumer brand and to help Netflix 

shape the future of digital media. The content acquisition legal team at Netflix is small and focused on 

collaborating with its business partners to help market Netflix and its content. The ideal candidate will 

welcome the opportunity to be part of a fast-paced, entrepreneurial organization and thrive in new and 

developing areas of the law. 

 

REQUIREMENTS  

The successful candidate will have 7+ years of broad-based licensing and transactional experience, 

including direct experience negotiating and drafting digital and/or pay television acquisition and 

distribution agreements in international markets and practical knowledge of the industry (including 

content windowing strategies, and the evolving theatrical, VOD, pay TV, syndication and home video 

landscapes) and local players. Experience providing in-house support in an Internet and/or entertainment 

company preferred. 

 

The successful candidate will also possess the following:  

- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills. 

- Strong analytical capabilities and judgment.  

- Ability to work proactively, independently and reliably under tight time frames in a fast-paced 

environment. 

- Ability to work effectively and collaboratively cross-functionally, think practically and be solution-

oriented.  

- Curiosity and willingness to tackle matters outside area of expertise. 

 

TO APPLY 

Visit: https://jobs.netflix.com/jobs/2668/apply 

 

https://jobs.netflix.com/jobs/2668/apply

